NO DROP OFFS OR VISITS WILL BE PERMITTED DURING YOUR 48/72 HOUR INCARCARATION

BUCKS COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS CENTERS
Rules and Regulations for 48/72 Hour DUI’s
1-800-336-2090

ITEMS NOT PERMITTED AT THE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS CENTERS

*NO CELL PHONES
*NO TOBACCO PRODUCTS
*NO weapons of any kind
*NO electronics including hand held games
*NO pornographic books or magazines
*NO aerosol products
*NO food products of any kind
*NO alcohol or alcohol based products (i.e. hand sanitizer, mouthwash, etc.)

(DO NOT USE ILLEGAL DRUGS OR CONSUME ALCOHOL THE NIGHT PRIOR TO REPORTING)

*NO glass containers or items
*NO cologne, perfume, body spray
*NO calling cards, credit cards, check books

CLOTHING AND ITEMS PERMITTED AT THE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS CENTER

*You may bring enough clothing for 48/72 hours
*All shirts must extend beyond the belt line and cover your stomach at all times
*All shirts must have sleeves
*NO hip hugger jeans
*NO “daisy duke” type jean shorts
(All shorts must have an inseam of at least 6 inches or more)
*Shoes brought to the facility must be closed toe
*No flip flop style shoes
*One pair of post type earrings to be worn in your earlobes
*One necklace, no more then 18 inches long may be worn with a religious medallion only
*One wedding ring may be worn
*One watch may be worn
*One each may be brought- toothbrush, tooth paste, wash cloth, towel, brush/comb, soap, deodorant
*No more then $100.00 (one-hundred dollars) in small currency may be brought for use in the vending machines
*Bedding will be provided for you

LIST OF MEDICATIONS NOT PERMITTED AT THE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS CENTERS

Controlled medications to include (but not limited to):
-ATIVAN
-LIBRIUM
-PHENOBARBITAL
-TYLENOL WITH CODEINE
-XANAX
-PERCOSET
-RESTORIL
-FIORECET
-KLONOPIN
-MIDRIN
-TRANZENE
-VALIUM
-DARVOCET
-OXYCONTIN
-DALMANE
-FENATYL PATCH
-DILAUDID
-ULTRACET
-TALWIN
-DAMEROL

All sleeping medications including:
-AMBIEN
-SINEQUAN
-TRAZODONE
-SEROQUEL

Muscle relaxants including:
-ROBAXIN
-ULTRAM
-BACLOFEN
-FLEXERIL
-SOMA

Antihistamines
-BENEDRYL
-ENTEX
-ACTIFED (or any product that has this in it)
-SUDAFORED (or any product that has this in it)

Anti-Cholinergics
-DONNATA

(If you take any of these medications and cannot do without them for 24 hours, you will be housed at the Prison. While at the Prison, you will still not receive the above medications.)